


Four changeable optical filters that offers flexibility. It can 
be changed anytime within seconds to adapt the analysis 
needs. It becomes possible to switch the application easily 
to find selectivity and sensitivity desired. The light collection 
system has been optimized to avoid light collection response 
loss by high temperature operation.

With its interchangeable quartz plasma cell module design, 
it becomes possible to do the maintenance on the detector. 
The application can be modified easily as well. The detector 
module design makes it easy to replace or change any 
component without damaging or creating leaks. The design 
offers an integrated leak detector to auto diagnostic the 
carrier gas and make up leak rate.

Heated capable housing up 
to 200 Celsius extending 
the application possibilities.
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microprocessor based controller

mUltiple i/os

With an integrated DSP, the signal can be processed to improve 
measurement as well as providing desired signal for any GC. The 
parameters can easily be changed with the use of the LDetek 
configurator software interface that comes with each PlasmaDetek 
detector. Cost saving by having no electrometer needed to acquire 
the signal. Multiple stage of amplification integrated to achieve 
low to high concentration.

Multiple I/Os are available on the 
controller module to extend the 
application capabilities. It becomes 
possible to use the controller to acquire 
signal from other devices or detectors. 
It is also possible to control different 
devices as valves actuation, ovens or 
other components.

etHernet port

Connect the PlasmaDetek to your network to 
communicate with the device.

2 analog oUtpUts
as standard

Both analog output can be used 
in parallel to interface with 
the desired signal acquisition 
system. Coaxial cables are 
provided with detector.

serial interFace

USB and RS-232 connection are available 
to provide digital signal and avoid analog 
interface. Custom digital communication can 
also be implemented to communicate and 
configure the PlasmaDetek from your own 
system.
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